MVP
The Agafos platform is a web-based, multi-functional interactive space,
where you can be either a gamer or a host. For the moment, as a host, you
can create quizzes, tests, polls, comics and even monetize them. While as
a gamer you can play and consume the content created by the hosts. NFT,
socializing and many other features are coming soon.

About the Token
RemeX (RMX) is the utility token developed by AGAFOS LLC for its user-generated platform launched in April of 2020.

With the AgaPort - our gateway that enables RemeX’s access and integration into the system - we provide both holders
of RemeX and users of the Agafos platform with an opportunity to:


Get a membership access
Be awarded achievement tokens for being an active member
Create original and popular content and monetize it
Buy/Sell/Exchange goods and services within in-house NFT Marketplace
Be involved in the decision-making and charity campaigns within the platform

All the RemeX transactions within the Agafos platform will be monitored via AgaScan - a secure tool that ensures
further transparency.

MISSION
Our mission is to build a fully decentralized, usergenerated global network to create and share, learn and
earn, socialize and have fun.

With blockchain technologies, we are aimed at building
a platform free of monthly fees and intrusive ads, while
providing the users with unlimited possibilities for
putting their creativity into use: designing and
monetizing original content and/or visiting the
platform’s NFT marketplace.

The Team
Agafos LLC operates on the Georgian market since April 2020.

Today, Agafos Team consists of 14 members. Within less than year we have reached 15.000 – 30.000 visitors per
day, and ranking in top 50 Georgian websites.

 

The strong side of our team is open-mindedness and teamwork. Each of us is distinguished by special skills.

One of us has being working at Blockchain systems about nine years, another is a translator and had translated
already several books, we have an author of a bestseller book on board as well, also one of us has CEO experience
for decades, another member has 7-year experience at project management and etc.



Why Georgia? (Country, not the State)

Because we love Georgia 

And there are really favorable conditions for cryptocurrencies in Georgia for both business and individuals. For
example:



individuals in Georgia are exempted from income tax on any profit received from selling cryptocurrency;

Selling cryptocurrency (exchanging it into Georgian or other national currencies) is not taxable by VAT (applies to
both corporations and individuals);

selling computing (hash) power from Georgia abroad is not taxable by VAT either. 

In addition, right on input VAT on such operations is maintained (applies for both corporations and individuals)

Roadmap
1. Beginning

3. Development - Nestling

Development of basic features
Testing virility of the system

Egg

Chat

Implementing Notifications




Comics


Basic Comics
Creating characters, library of the items
2. Establishment
Launching ICO
Website performance optimization

Hatchling

ICO marketing campaign

Agaport

Giveaway Quiz Distribution

Withdrawal of RemeX to a BEP20 address
Internal Operations

Poll


Adding a new option to existing poll options

Profil
3. Development - Nestling
Establishing RemeX as a utility token
Expanding RemeX listings

Nestling

Implementing all features to launch New Ad System


Personality

Find Your Peer
Achievements


Quiz / Test

Giveaway Quiz


4. Evolution - Fledgling
4. Evolution - Fledgling

Roadmap
Chat

AgaChat - encrypted zero logging сhat

Comics


Advanced Comics - a Creator Tool connected to NFT library
Monetization for Comics' creators

Fundraising

Launching fundraising projects voted by the community

Games
4. Evolution - Fledgling
Adding a governance token features to RemeX
Launching Monetization

Fledgling

System promotion

Basic RPG games


Creating various game logic, characters, item libraries


Agaport


Deposit with crypto
AgaScan - public access to all Agafos' operations


NFT

NFT Converter
The NFTs can be used in all features

Poll

Membership access to decision-making polls

Profile


Multiplayer quiz/test gaming


Quiz/Test 



Monetization
for quiz/test creators

Implementing NFT in quiz/test


Roadmap

5. Expansion
Egg

5. Expansion - Adult

In-house NFT Marketplace
Expanding Worldwide

Games

Developing the advanced RPG game creating tool connected to NFT libraries
Monetization for game creators


Adult

Agaport

Deposit and withdrawal with both crypto and fiat


NFT

6. Transformation - Flock
Flock

Full Decentralization

System of monetization for NFT's creators

Assembling a NFT marketplace (exchange, sell, buy)


Quiz / Test

Audio quiz / test


Tokenomics
3% to holders

3% to Marketing & Development


2% to Liquidity Pool

1% to Fundraising

1% is burning

Distribution Of Tokens
9%
28%
27%
25%

Team

1%

Burned (Presale canceled
Private Sale
Liquidity Pool

Marketing & Development

RemeX - Audit Report
RemeX is a new token by the AGAFOS team with a reward system for fee redistribution and a
presale.



We reviewed AGAFOS' RemeX token contract using code provided to us by the project team

RemeX
Features of the Contract:



The total supply of the token is set to one quadrillion and is in possession of the owner.

No mint functions are present, although a user can burn any amount of their own tokens at any time.

Fees are collected by the project team on each transfer and are sent to the development wallet, the fundraising wallet, the liquidity pool wallet,
and the reward balance.

There is a fee multiplier applied to the fee percentages that varies from 1-4x based on the time of the transaction since the Public Sale started.

The development, fundraising, and liquidity wallets are initially the owner's address and are controlled by the team.

Users who hold tokens will automatically receive a portion of the fees from the tokens collected as rewards.

The owner can use the transfer function during the Private Sale to transfer amounts to recipients and mark them as presale members.

All other users may only transfer their tokens after the Public Sale has started.

Only 25% of tokens purchased during the Private Sale are immediately available while the rest are frozen and are released in equal parts every
90 days over the course of 270 days.




Links



The owner can set the addresses for the development wallet, the fundraising wallet, and the liquidity pool wallet to any address at any
time.

The owner can set the reward fee, the development fee, the fundraising fee, and liquidity fee to any value at any time, as long as the sum
of them does not exceed 10% and the development fee does not exceed 5%.

The owner can exclude or include any address from fees and rewards at any time.


The team worked with us to optimize this contract for gas efficiency.

The contract utilizes SafeMath libraries to prevent overflows along with following the ERC20 standard.

Audit Findings Summary:



No security issues from outside attackers were identified.

As with any presale, ensure trust in the team prior to investing.

Ensure trust in the team as they have substantial control in the ecosystem.

Date: July 17th, 2021.

Links

